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In recent years my work as a potter and my travels have taken me to many fascinating places. 
From Devon to Edinburgh, New Zealand to Japan, Costa Rica to Egypt, a little of each place 
returns to my studio with me.  Recent residencies in Spain have allowed me to see Hispano-
Moresque pottery close up and to make azulejos tiles with Spanish ambience.

Japan is the country where I trained as a potter, experiencing digging clay in the mountains 
and wood firing, absorbing the connection with nature through fire and earth.  Having had 43 
exhibitions there I have been able to maintain that connection.

I grew up in rural Devon surrounded by wildlife and bird-watching was a favourite pursuit.  
Birds have been a part of my artistic vocabulary from early days.  The natural world is my 
ongoing inspiration as are the artefacts of other cultures, both ancient and contemporary. 
Though mainly based in London, I am currently establishing a studio in Devon and wait to see 
where that environment will lead my ceramics to. 

Front cover: Motmot Bowl
Stoneware
29 cm diameter
£280



Tall Vase
Stoneware
61 x 20 cm

£700



Exotic Plant Dish
Stoneware
27 x 24 x 6 cm
£190



Oval Peacock Bowl
Stoneware

31 x 21 x 6 cm
£190



Square Lapwing Dish 
Stoneware
18 x 18 cm
£140



Curve Pod
Stoneware
12 x 26 cm

£280



Tall Blue Bird Vase
Stoneware
51 x 14 cm
£480





Tile Mural
Stoneware
61 x 43 cm
£900



Large Pheasant Plate
Stoneware

41 cm diameter
£460



Pheasant Bowl
Stoneware
37 cm diameter
£460





Small Porcelain Plates
Porcelain Clay
16 cm diameter
£68 each



Bracken Vessel
Stoneware
26 x 30 cm

£460





Lotus Boat
Stoneware

15 X 39 cm
£540



Lotus  Pod
Stoneware
18 x 14 cm
£340
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JILL FANSHAWE KATO

The Scottish Gallery is delighted to host this fourth solo show of the eminent ceramic artist 
Jill Fanshawe Kato.  She trained initially as a fine artist at Chelsea School of Art before 
discovering ceramics after visiting Japan.  ‘The ceramic world of Japan...is a constant source of 
inspiration and catalyst to my life as a potter.’  In Japan she studied at the School of Yosei Itaka 
and then at the Musoan Karatsu Pottery School.  Since establishing her studio in London in 
1977 she has exhibited internationally especially in Japan and the UK.  She is now regarded as 
an authority on Japanese and British ceramics.

Jill Fanshawe Kato regards her work as sitting somewhere ‘between sculpture and painting’.  
Compositions are ispired by her travels and passion for the natural world; earth and nature 
are inextricably linked and for her working with clay is a lifelong challenge.  Her work is 
distinctive, sensitive and playful; capturing exotic birds and sea creatures as well as abstract 
patterns and motifs.  These subtly combine with a seemingly endless variety of shapes and 
forms which often reveal, in their suggested use, a typically Japanese regard for the aesthetics 
of preparing and serving food.  Her work has been described as possessing an ‘atatakai’ quality 
which is a Japanese  term for ‘emotional warmth implying that something is breathing.’

Public collections include:  Aberystwyth Arts Centre, Wales; World Ceramic Exposition 
Foundation, Korea; Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation, London; Yokohama National 
University, Japan.   




